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Contributors can expedite reviewing and printing of their articles by doing these things:

1. SOURCE Indicate in a memorandum how the material submitted is related to the economic research program of the U.S. Department of Agriculture and its cooperating agencies. State your own connection with the program.

2. CLEARANCE Obtain any approval required in your own agency or institution before sending your manuscript to one of the editors of Agricultural Economics Research. Attach a copy of such approval to the manuscript.

3. ORIGINALITY OF MATERIAL It is our policy to print original material. We consider alternative treatments of material published elsewhere, but such treatments need to differ substantially from the original approach. When submitting your manuscript, identify, if applicable, related material either published or submitted for publication.

4. ABSTRACT Include an abstract and at least three keywords when you submit your article. The abstract should not exceed 100 words. It should report the major findings of your research.

5. NUMBER OF COPIES Submit three good copies.

6. TYPING Double space everything, including abstract, footnotes, and references.

7. FOOTNOTES Number consecutively throughout the article.

8. REFERENCES Check all references carefully for accuracy and completeness.

9. CHARTS AND OTHER ARTWORK Use charts sparingly. Keep design as simple as possible. Submit all artwork in draft rather than in final form, accompanied by neatly prepared pages with essential data for reploting.
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